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DISCLAIMER
This presentation includes forward-looking statements. We have based these forward-looking statements largely on our current beliefs, expectations
and projections about future events and financial trends affecting our business and our market. Many important factors could cause our actual results to
differ substantially from those anticipated in our forward-looking statements, including: political, social and macroeconomic conditions in Latin America;
currency exchange rates and inflation; current competition and the emergence of new market participants in our industry; government regulation; our
expectations regarding the continued growth of internet usage and e-commerce in Latin America; failure to maintain and enhance our brand recognition;
our ability to maintain and expand our supplier relationships; our reliance on technology; the growth in the usage of mobile devices and our ability to
successfully monetize this usage; our ability to attract, train and retain executives and other qualified employees; and our ability to successfully
implement our growth strategies. We operate in a competitive and rapidly changing environment. New risks and uncertainties emerge from time to time,
and it is not possible for us to predict all risks and uncertainties that could have an impact on the forward-looking statements contained in this
presentation. In particular, the COVID-19 pandemic, and governments’ extraordinary measures to limit the spread of the virus, are disrupting the global
economy and the travel industry, and consequently adversely affecting our business, results of operation and cash flows and, as conditions are recent,
uncertain and changing rapidly, it is difficult to predict the full extent of the impact that the pandemic will have. The words “believe,” “may,” “should,”
“aim,” “estimate,” “continue,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “will,” “expect” and similar words are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forwardlooking statements include information concerning our possible or assumed future results of operations, business strategies, capital expenditures,
financing plans, competitive position, industry environment, potential growth opportunities, the effects of future regulation and the effects of
competition. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update publicly or to revise any
forward-looking statements after the date of this presentation because of new information, future events or other factors, except as required by law. In
light of the risks and uncertainties described above, the future events and circumstances discussed in this presentation might not occur or come into
existence and forward-looking statements are thus not guarantees of future performance. Considering these limitations, you should not make any
investment decision in reliance on forward-looking statements contained in this presentation. This presentation includes industry, market and
competitive position data and forecasts that we have derived from independent consultant reports, publicly available information, industry publications,
official government information, other third-party sources and our internal data and estimates. Independent consultant reports, industry publications
and other published sources generally indicate that the information contained therein was obtained from sources believed to be reliable. The inclusion of
market estimations in this presentation is based upon information obtained from third-party sources and our understanding of industry conditions.
Although we believe that this information is reliable, the information has not been independently verified by us. Trademarks and service marks appearing
in this presentation are the property of their respective holders. This presentation includes preliminary financial information which is subject to year-end
audit and adjustment.
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Delivered on 2020 Initiatives: enlarging footprint in key markets and
optimizing business to navigate the new normal
EXPANDING OUR REACH TO
NEW CUSTOMERS

● Best Day contributed with 20% of 4Q20 Gross Bookings

● Increased flexible inventory to >60% from 20% pre-covid-19 pandemic and improved refund policy

INCREASING ENGAGEMENT
WITH CURRENT CUSTOMERS

● Loyalty Program: reached 760k members
● Promising performance on co-branded cards
● Koin’s penetration in Decolar’s GB increased 60 bps to 3.4%
● Adding Despegar’s fraud-scoring capabilities to Koin

● Strong take rate of 13.3% driven by commercial strategy in response to Covid-19 pandemic & joint supplier
negotiations with Best Day
● Non-air 64% of revenue in 4Q20, driven by growth in higher-margin Packages

FOCUS ON PROFITABILITY
WHILE SUSTAINING A
STRONG CASH POSITION

● Low marketing spend on a per transaction basis
● Marketing strategy: leveraging unpaid channels
● Structural Costs(1) reduced by 44% YoY. In line with 3Q20 levels
● Operating Expenses down 36% YoY. Excluding Best Day & Koin and Extraordinary Charges down 65% YoY
● Adjusted EBITDA loss of $21.4 million in 4Q20 and positive $3.5M after the exclusion of certain metrics(2)

(1)

(2)

Structural Costs represents management’s estimations of the fixed portion of the Company’s cost of revenue and operating expenses, which includes: the fixed portion of the call center fees that remains after outsourcing this
operation (included in cost of revenue), plus the fixed portion of selling and marketing expenses (i.e., primarily personnel expenses), general and administrative expenses, and technology and product development expenses.
Structural Costs do not include stock-based compensation, depreciation and amortization, the netting of capitalized IT and potential impairments. The estimates above do not include any costs that the Company may incur in
connection with an acquisition of Best Day, as described below.
Excludes impact of both Best Day and Koin and the respective integration efforts, cancellations and rescheduling due to Covid-19 pandemic and their respective servicing and extraordinary charges
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While Travel Trends in Latam Have Shown Progressively Slower Declines
Throughout 2020, A Non-linear Recovery is Expected
YoY Quarterly Seat Capacity Change (1)
Regional Comparison

● According to ICAO, in 4Q20 airline seat capacity in LatAm
declined 47% YoY

● Europe and Africa were the only regions that lagged behind
LatAm

● Most of the travel restrictions that were in place in LatAm by
the end of 3Q20 were lifted by November, with some restored
by late December

YoY Monthly Seat Capacity in Latam
Adjusted to reflect Despegar (2) Int/Dom Exposure

(1) Source Chart: ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization)
(2) Considering Despegar standalone mix

On average in December,
customers made purchases
27 days in advance of the
travel
date.
Softer
transactions in December
Sales reflected in lower seat
capacity in January
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Continued YoY Recovery Trend in 4Q20. New Covid-19 Cases and Seasonality
Impacted December and January. February Slightly Improving
TRANSACTION
GROSS BOOKINGS

MONTHLY EVOLUTION

Last three quarters evolution

Transactions

Transactions
In Thousands

In Millions/Growth YoY

-56%
-78%

-92%

Gross Bookings
In US$ Millions

Gross Bookings

In US$ Billions/Growth YoY

-69%

-86%
-96%
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Increasing Customer Engagement Reinforcing our Value Proposition
NEGOTIATED WITH SUPPLIERS TO
INCREASE FLEXIBLE INVENTORY

EXPANDING LOYALTY
PROGRAM’S PRESENCE

● Increased flexible inventory to

● Reached over 760 thousand members,
with 650 thousand in Brazil only

● Increased
Koin’s
penetration
Decolar’s GB +60 bps to 3.4%

● Placement of Santander co-branded
credit cards in Brazil accelerated in
January:
as
Santander
began
marketing the card through its App and
telesales channels

● 4Q20 Take rate as a % of TPV(2) was
7.5%

+60% from 20%

(1)

● +60%

of communications &
promotions focusing on domestic
travel or flexibility

● Improved Refund Policy:
○
Approx. 90% non-refundable

○

(1)
(2)
(3)

KOIN

in

● Integrating Despegar’s
anti-fraud
platform to
improve Koin's creditscoring process

hotel
reservations
made
refundable (at no extra cost to
Despegar), up from approx.
20% (3)
Refund coupons in USD to
mitigate FX volatility impact on
customers

% rates offered with flexible cancellation policy compared to pre COVID-19 GB
TPV: Total Purchase Volume
Refundable hotel reservations: 20% prior to Covid-19 pandemic
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Focus on Profitability Deepening Strategies Across the P&L
SUCCESSFUL NEGOTIATIONS
WITH TRAVEL PARTNERS
● Take rate excluding cancellations: 14.5%
● Revenues less impacted than Gross
Bookings YoY, mainly due to:
○
better negotiations with suppliers,
leveraging the integration of Best Day´s
sourcing teams
○
growth in transactions of higher-margin
stand-alone Packages
Gross Bookings & Revenue
Year on Year

(1)

LEVERAGING ORGANIC TRAFFIC
● Leveraging unpaid channels and investing
in key markets
● 50% of 4Q20 transactions via mobile

MAINTAINING LEAN COST
STRUCTURE
● YoY 44% Structural Costs reduction (1)
● Advancing on Best Day integration.
Synergies planned to be fully captured
through 2022

● S&M expense reduction YoY exceeded the
decline in Gross Bookings.

Gross Bookings & Sales & Marketing
Year on Year

Structural Costs Run-Rate
Cost Savings Program (In US$ Millions)

Structural Costs represents management’s estimations of the fixed portion of the Company’s cost of revenue and operating expenses, which includes: the fixed portion of the call center fees that remains after outsourcing this
operation (included in cost of revenue), plus the fixed portion of selling and marketing expenses (i.e., primarily personnel expenses), general and administrative expenses, and technology and product development expenses. Structural
Costs do not include stock-based compensation, depreciation and amortization, the netting of capitalized IT and potential impairments. The estimates above do not include any costs that the Company may incur in connection with an
acquisition of Best Day, as described below.
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3.5X QoQ Improvement in Revenues, Delivering Exceptionally High Take Rate of
13.3%

●

As reported revenues up 354% QoQ to $53.2M due to better commercial conditions and growth in transactions of highermargin stand-alone Packages. Extraordinary cancellations due to Covid-19 were 46% lower sequentially and amounted to
$5.0M.

●

Non-air represented 65% of Revenues

●

Excluding extraordinary cancellations, revenues were $58.2M, 177% higher QoQ with a take rate of 14.5%
REVENUES YoY

REVENUES QoQ
In US$ Millions

177%

In US$ Millions
-60%

354%
63%
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Sustained QoQ Improvement in Adjusted EBITDA
●

Adjusted EBITDA loss of $21.4M, improving from the $33.7M loss reported in 3Q20. This compares with positive Adjusted
EBITDA of $8.3M in 4Q19

●

Koin and Best Day results not yet reflect synergies that are expected to be captured once integration is completed
ADJUSTED
EBITDA QoQ
In US$ Millions

+$12.3M

+$9.0M

In US$ Millions

ADJUSTED
EBITDA YoY
-$20.1M
-$29.7M

Adjusted EBITDA - Despegar Standalone

Adjusted EBITDA - Best Day & Koin

Comparable Adjusted EBITDA - Despegar Standalone

Comparable Adjusted EBITDA - Best Day & Koin
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Despegar on a Standalone Basis Achieved Positive Adjusted EBITDA in 4Q20,
Excluding Non-permanent Charges
Despegar Standalone - 4Q20 Adjusted EBITDA (1)

Achieved positive Adjusted EBITDA
When excluding the following impacts:
○

cancellations, rescheduling due to COVID19

and

their

respective

servicing, and
○

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

$322M

ADJUSTED EBITDA

-$9.7M

Other Extraordinary Charges (2)

+$8.7M

COMPARABLE ADJUSTED EBITDA (2)

-$1.0M

Integration efforts (3)

+$1.3M

Cost to serve covid related cancellations
& reschedulings(4)

+$3.2M

ADJUSTED EBITDA Ex-Impacts

$3.5M

the impact of both Best Day and Koin and
the respective integration efforts

○

4Q20 GROSS BOOKINGS

Extraordinary Charges

customer

Considering Despegar and VF standalone
Extraordinary Charges of $8.7 million in 4Q20 include: i) Extraordinary cancellations $5 million, $4.8 million of restructuring charges associated with cost reduction, M&A and capital raise efforts and the reversal of $1.1 million provisioned as Bad
Debt
10
Payroll at Despegar focused on the integration of Best Dat and Koin
Call center costs focused on the the assistance of customers that require cancellations and reimbursements due to Covid-19
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.

Strong Cash Position. Use of Cash of $35 M in 4Q20
●

During the quarter, cash and cash equivalents including restricted cash decreased by $35.4 million sequentially.

●

This is mainly explained by a i) a Net Loss of $26.6 million and $8.5 million in non cash adjustments ii) a $34.8 million
investment in working capital, partially offset by other working capital items, including the assumption of Best Day
initial cash balance Liabilities, and $0.95 million in Other Assets and Prepaid Expenses.
4Q20 BALANCE
SHEET

In US$ Millions

4Q20 OPERATING
CASH FLOW BRIDGE
In US$ Millions

● Cash as of December 31, 2020 = $350.5 M
● Total net operational short term obligations of
$193.5 M (1)

○ Sequential Increase of $69.5M. 59% of the
sequential increase is explained by the
consolidation of Best Day results.

(2)
(1)

Net Payables: Comprised of travel suppliers payable plus related party payables and
accounts payable and accrued expenses, minus accounts receivable net of allowances
and related party receivables

(2) Other WK Impact includes Best Day initial cash balance.
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4Q20 Key Takeaways
●

Non-linear recovery. Monthly recovery observed in October and November. Decreased demand in
December as Covid-19 cases increased in relevant markets

●

Distribution channels such as Despegar become more relevant to Travel Partners due to the
crisis. This resulted in another quarter with an exceptionally high take rate as we leveraged joint
efforts with Best Day Sourcing Team

●

Deepening customer engagement through initiatives such as Flexible Inventory, Loyalty Program
and financing through Koin

●

Focus on profitability:
○ strong performance from unpaid marketing channels driving direct traffic
○ structural costs remained stable at target levels throughout 2H20

●

Adjusted EBITDA of negative $21.4M in 4Q20. Despegar standalone Adjusted EBITDA positive
$3.5M after the exclusion of certain impacts (see slide 10) (1)

●

Closed the quarter with strong liquidity
12
(1)

Excludes impact of both Best Day and Koin and the respective integration efforts, cancellations and rescheduling due to Covid-19 pandemic and their respective servicing and extraordinary charges
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Looking Ahead
●

Softness in demand that started in December 2020 continued in early 2021. February improving.

●

Mid/ Long term optimism. As the number of cases decreases and restrictions are lifted, travel
should rebound. However, the recovery might be choppy.

●

Progress on the vaccination rollout varies widely relevant markets. In Chile, with 24% of the
population vaccinated (1), we saw a rebound in Gross Bookings of 34% in February(2)

●

Despegar remains focused on the variables under control:
○ Advancing on Best Day integration
○ Sustaining focus on profitability
○ Increasing engagement of current customers through organic initiatives (Loyalty Program,
Koin)

(1)
(2)

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/
Chile Gross Bookings February vs January
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Trends in Key Financial & Operating Metrics
(in thousands U.S. dollars, unless otherwise stated)
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Trends in Key Financial & Operating Metrics
(in thousands U.S. dollars and thousand transactions, unless otherwise stated)
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Unaudited Consolidated Balance Sheets
(in thousands U.S. dollars)
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THANK YOU!

CONTACT
_

INVESTOR RELATIONS
Natalia Nirenberg
+54 911 2665 4490
natalia.nirenberg@despegar.com

